Increasingly, high-assurance software systems apply selfreconfiguration in order to satisfy changing functional and non-functional requirements. Most self-reconfiguration approaches identify a target system configuration to provide the desired system behavior, then apply a series of reconfiguration instructions to reach the desired target configuration. Collectively, these reconfiguration instructions define an adaptation path. Although multiple satisfying adaptation paths may exist, most self-reconfiguration approaches select adaptation paths based on a single criterion, such as minimizing reconfiguration cost. However, different adaptation paths may represent tradeoffs between reconfiguration costs and other criteria, such as performance and reliability. This paper introduces an evolutionary computationbased approach to automatically evolve adaptation paths that safely transition an executing system from its current configuration to its desired target configuration, while balancing tradeoffs between functional and non-functional requirements. The proposed approach can be applied both at design time to generate suites of adaptation paths, as well as at run time to evolve safe adaptation paths to handle changing system and environmental conditions. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach by applying it to the dynamic reconfiguration of a collection of remote data mirrors, with the goal of minimizing reconfiguration costs while maximizing reconfiguration performance and reliability.
INTRODUCTION
Increasingly, high-assurance software systems reconfigure themselves dynamically to satisfy functional and nonfunctional requirements as system and environmental conditions change [15] . A dynamically adaptive system detects conditions warranting reconfiguration, determines which target system configuration will provide the desired system behavior, and then selects and applies an adaptation path to reach the desired target configuration. An adaptation path comprises a series of reconfiguration steps. To prevent loss of state or introduction of erroneous results during a reconfiguration, a safe adaptation path preserves dependency relationships and ensures component communications are not interrupted [13, 14, 24] . Although multiple safe adaptation paths may exist for a given situation, the identification and selection process is non-trivial, as different solutions may represent tradeoffs between reconfiguration costs, performance, and reliability. This paper introduces an evolutionary computation-based approach that automatically generates adaptation paths to safely transition an executing system to its desired target configuration, while balancing tradeoffs between functional and non-functional requirements.
Most traditional self-adaptive systems apply variants of rule-based [3, 9, 24] and utility-based [2, 16, 22] techniques to select applicable reconfiguration plans at run time. These reconfiguration plans encode sequences of reconfiguration instructions that define an adaptation path. Kramer and Magee [13] introduced an approach for dynamically reconfiguring distributed systems while preserving system consistency. Zhang et al. [24] extended Kramer and Magee's approach by generating sets of safe adaptation paths and then selecting an adaptation path that minimized system disruption during reconfiguration. Viable adaptation paths, however, may represent complex tradeoffs between reconfiguration costs, performance, and reliability. Previously, Ramirez et al. [19] introduced Plato, an evolutionary computation-based approach for generating target system reconfigurations at run time. Plato, however, did not specify the sequence of reconfiguration instructions required to safely transition an executing system to a new target configuration.
This paper introduces Hermes, an evolutionary computation-based approach for automatically generating adaptation paths that safely transition an executing system from its current configuration to its desired target configuration. Hermes harnesses the process of evolution to efficiently explore parts of a vast solution space comprising all possible adaptation paths. Moreover, instead of focusing on a single criterion when generating adaptation paths, Hermes evolves solutions that balance competing objectives between functional and non-functional requirements, such as minimizing reconfiguration costs while maximizing reconfiguration performance and reliability. Additionally, Hermes can be applied at design time to generate alternative adaptation paths, and at run time to generate safe adaptation paths that handle changing system and environmental conditions.
Hermes applies genetic programming to efficiently evolve safe adaptation paths. In contrast to many other evolutionary computation-based techniques, genetic programming [12] generates executable programs that solve specific and complex tasks, such as regression and robotic controllers. As such, each program evolved by Hermes comprises executable reconfiguration instructions that specify structural and behavioral changes a dynamically adaptive system must perform to safely reach a target reconfiguration. To facilitate the evolution of safe adaptation paths, Hermes is initialized with a set of required reconfiguration instructions derived by performing a component-dependency analysis [13, 24] between the current and target system configurations; all adaptation paths must minimally have these instructions. Hermes then uses evolutionary techniques to gradually transform and improve an adaptation path by adding, removing, replacing, and reordering reconfiguration instructions to better balance competing objectives, while safely reaching the desired target configuration.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach and leverage previous results on generating interesting target configurations [19] , we applied Hermes to the dynamic reconfiguration of a network of remote data mirrors [8, 11] with the main objective of minimizing reconfiguration costs, while maximizing reconfiguration performance and reliability. Experimental results indicate that Hermes can significantly improve the overall quality of existing adaptation paths in real-time. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background and related work on remote data mirroring, dynamic change management control, and genetic programming. In Section 3 we describe the design, implementation, and configuration of Hermes. In Section 4 we present the results of applying Hermes to an industrial-scale problem. We then analyze experimental results in Section 5. Lastly, we summarize our findings and briefly discuss future work in Section 6.
BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
This section first presents the concept of remote data mirroring. We then overview dynamic change management and present related work. Lastly, we describe genetic programming and explain how it automatically generates executable programs.
Remote Data Mirroring
Remote data mirroring is a technique that stores copies of data at physically distinct locations, thereby isolating important data from failures that may affect either the original data or the duplicate copies at remote mirrors [8] . Remote data mirroring is a complex and expensive task that should be done only when the cost of losing data outweighs the cost of protecting it [11] . Essentially, remote data mirroring enables access to important data even if one copy is lost, corrupted, or becomes unreachable. For example, in the event of a failure, a remote data mirror may either reconstruct lost data or failover to another remote data mirror that contains the desired data. Remote data mirrors may either propagate data synchronously, where secondary sites receive and apply writes before the write completes at the primary, or asynchronously, where updates accumulate at the primary site and are periodically sent to secondary sites [11] . While it is often desirable to keep data as consistent as possible between remote data mirrors, remote data mirroring designs generally involve tradeoffs between performance, cost, and potential for data loss.
Dynamic Change Management
Developers often design and implement adaptation paths at design time to address specific reconfiguration scenarios that may arise at run time [2, 3, 9, 23] . For example, Figure 1 illustrates an adaptation path for reconfiguring the underlying topology in a network of remote data mirrors. In this setting, adaptation paths comprise a series of reconfiguration instructions that modify the structure and behavior of a system. Given a starting and a target system configuration, developers can either hand code or automatically generate these adaptation paths. Several of these automated approaches [21, 24] are based on Kramer and Magee's dynamic change management approach for reconfiguring distributed computing systems while preserving system consistency during the reconfiguration. In Kramer and Magee's dynamic change management model [13] , components reach active, passive, and quiescent operational states in bounded time. Active components may initiate, accept, and service requests. For instance, an active remote data mirror may send requested data to other remote data mirrors while also diffusing new data to be replicated across the network. In contrast, passive components may accept and service requests, but may not initiate new requests nor be currently engaged in a transaction they initiated. A passive remote data mirror, for example, may send requested data to other remote data mirrors, but may not diffuse new data across the network. Quiescent components, on the other hand, are neither engaged in a transaction nor will they receive or initiate new requests. Thus, a quiescent remote data mirror will neither diffuse data across the network nor receive data requests from other remote data mirrors. To reach a quiescent state, however, all neighboring components must first reach a passive state that prevents components from receiving or initializing requests during reconfiguration.
Kramer and Magee's quiescence requirement for safe adaptation [13] may result in significant degradation of system performance because components not involved in an adaptation may need to temporarily reach passive states. Vandewoude et al. [21] introduced the concept of tranquility as a weaker but sufficient condition for preserving system consistency during adaptation. In contrast to quiescence, tranquility does not require neighboring components to reach passive states before a component undergoes a reconfiguration. Specifically, only components involved in a reconfiguration must reach passive states, thus providing tranquility an advantage of being less disruptive than quiescence. However, Vandewoude et al. also showed that reaching tranquility in a bounded time is not guaranteed. For instance, a component undergoing adaptation may receive requests from active neighboring components at any time. As a result, reaching tranquility is considerably influenced not only by the order in which requests from neighboring components arrive, but also by whether those requests overlap or not. Although experimental evaluations conducted by Vandewoude et al. [21] showed this scenario to be rare, if tranquility is not reachable in bounded time, then the system must regress to a quiescent state.
Zhang et al. [24] further extended Kramer and Magee's approach by generating graphs of all possible safe adaptations. Each edge in the safe adaptation graph encodes a safe reconfiguration step. Furthermore, each reconfiguration step in the graph is associated with a relative cost that measures the approximate time required for the reconfiguration step to complete. Once the safe adaptation graph is generated, Zhang et al. apply Dijkstra's algorithm to search for a safe reconfiguration that minimizes system disruption. While their approach guarantees globally optimal solutions, the complexity of the algorithm is exponential with respect to the number of components involved in the reconfiguration. As a result, their approach may be impractical if reconfigurations involve many components.
Goldsby et al. [5, 6] applied digital evolution to evolve suites of structural and behavioral models of adaptive systems (i.e., target configurations) that not only satisfy functional requirements, but also provide different tradeoffs between non-functional properties. In addition, Ramirez et al. [18, 19] introduced a real-time evolutionary computationbased approach to explore system configurations that balance non-functional tradeoffs according to current system and environmental conditions. Although both approaches explore broader sets of target adaptive system configurations, neither approach produces the sequence of reconfiguration instructions required to safely transition the executing system from one target configuration to another.
Genetic Programming
Genetic programming is a search-based technique that generates executable programs to solve specific tasks [12] . In a genetic program, an individual encodes a candidate executable program in a genome comprising sets of instructions and terminals that can be executed directly on a computer or on a virtual environment; typically, a tree-based genome representation is used to facilitate a hierarchical evaluation of the program. In contrast, Hermes uses an interpreted linear genome representation (see Figure 2 ). Specifically, a genome in Hermes encodes an adaptation path comprising a vector of reconfiguration instructions. Each reconfiguration instruction can be mapped to low-level implementation code responsible for enacting structural and behavioral changes throughout the adaptive system. In addition, the position of an instruction in a linear representation explicitly determines the order in which it is executed, which may or may not be the case with tree-based program representations [1] . This explicit ordering of instructions is critical when evaluating the safety of an adaptation path. Genetic programs examine multiple individuals in parallel, storing them in a population. Fitness functions are used to map the quality of an individual's encoded solution to a scalar value. A genetic program uses this fitness value to compare the relative qualities of different individuals and thus selects better solutions. To generate new solutions, genetic programming applies two key operators, crossover and mutation. The crossover operator exchanges genetic material from two existing individuals in the population to create two new individuals, each representing different solutions. As Figure 3 illustrates, in a linear representation, twopoint crossover first randomly selects two individuals from the population as parents, A and B. Two indices are then randomly selected from each parent to indicate the range of instructions that will be exchanged. These instructions are then swapped, creating two new individuals, AB and BA. Ideally, the crossover operator exchanges key building blocks, or groups of instructions that have meaning in isolation, between existing individuals to generate more fit solutions as offspring [7] . In contrast to the crossover operator, the mutation operator explores points in the solution space that perhaps are not currently found in the population [12] . The main objective of the mutation operator is to introduce variation into the population by randomly inserting, removing, and replacing instructions and terminals in randomly selected genomes [7] . Figure 4 illustrates an individual who is selected from the population and mutated. Specifically, in Figure 4 , "remove(c2)" is replaced by "insert(c4)" and "insert(c3)" is inserted into the genome, thus producing A . Ideally, the mutation operator introduces variation into the population that will form part of the overall solution. Genetic programs typically execute until either the maximum number of iterations or generations are exhausted, or a fitness value within some specific threshold is reached. 
PROPOSED APPROACH
Hermes generates safe adaptation paths between starting and target system configurations. Evolved solutions must satisfy the following two constraints, while balancing multiple, potentially competing, factors affecting the system. First, evolved adaptation paths may not reconfigure the executing system to configurations other than the specified target system. Second, evolved adaptation paths may never cause a dynamically adaptive system to reach an inconsistent or erroneous state. Therefore, if an adaptive system begins a reconfiguration in a consistent state, then it will also reach the target system configuration in a consistent state. We next describe how we applied Hermes to the dynamic reconfiguration of a remote data mirror network with the primary objective of minimizing reconfiguration costs while maximizing reconfiguration performance and reliability.
The proposed approach assumes the existence of an adaptive infrastructure comprising elements for monitoring [4, 17] , decision-making [2, 10, 18, 19] , and reconfiguration [3, 20, 23, 24] to support self-adaptation with assurance at run time. Additionally, it is assumed that the functional logic in the dynamically adaptive system implements a dynamic management interface that enables an adaptation driver to query and control the operational status of components towards active, passive, or quiescent states in bounded time. With this infrastructure available, Hermes accepts monitoring information, and starting and target system configurations as inputs, and then produces safe adaptation paths that balance non-functional requirements as output. As such, developers may leverage Hermes at design time to generate suites of adaptation paths that may then be encoded into an adaptive system. Furthermore, Hermes may also be leveraged at run time to select and apply the best evolved safe adaptation path based on current system conditions.
Design
The following steps describe Hermes's design and implementation for reconfiguring networks of remote data mirrors. Note that Hermes may be applied to other application domains by extending the instruction set with applicationspecific reconfiguration instructions.
Instruction Set. The core instruction set that Hermes uses to construct safe adaptation paths is derived from Kramer and Magee's dynamic change management approach [13] . These instructions, comprising primitive reconfiguration operators, are briefly described in Table 1 . An adaptation driver can issue these instructions to control the operational status of system components and reconfigure the application at run time. In addition, each reconfiguration instruction in Hermes is associated with a specific cost measuring the approximate amount of time required for the instruction to complete. For this paper, cost values reflect approximate and relative estimates for the domain of remote data mirroring. In practice, these costs may be refined with empirical measurements gathered by the monitoring infrastructure. 
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Terminal Set. In genetic programming, a terminal set specifies which objects are arguments of instructions. The terminal set in Hermes comprises remote data mirrors (components), as well as network links (connectors) that can be established between pairs of remote data mirrors. The specific terminal set is derived at run time by analyzing structural differences between starting and target system configurations. Thus, for this application the terminal set only includes remote data mirrors and network links involved in the reconfiguration.
GP Operators. Hermes applies a two-point crossover operator, as previously illustrated in Figure 3 . In addition to the basic insertion, removal, and replacement operators, the mutation process in Hermes also applies a swap operator. The swap operator randomly exchanges the locations of two instructions in the genome and thus explores the effects of executing reconfiguration instructions in different orders.
Selection. In evolutionary algorithms, selection is the process by which better solutions thrive and sometimes even dominate the population. Hermes applies tournament selection, a variation that randomly selects k individuals from the population and then competes them against each other. The individual with the highest fitness value survives into the next generation where it may undergo further recombination and mutation.
Initialization. Genetic programs must be properly configured for the specific task being solved. Table 2 lists several genetic program parameters along with the specific values used in Hermes. Although these values were effective in the remote data mirroring case study, developers should explore various parameters when applying Hermes to other application domains.
In addition to the common genetic program configurations, Hermes requires an additional setup step. While most genetic programs begin execution from a "blank slate" population comprising random individuals, Hermes initializes each individual's encoded program with an initial adapta- tion path comprising specific instructions required to safely transition a system to its target configuration. These instructions are derived through component-dependency analysis [13, 24] . For example, if two remote data mirrors are connected in the target configuration but not in the starting configuration, then it can be deduced that somewhere in the adaptation path, both remote data mirrors must be linked. To preserve these required reconfiguration instructions in the population, no mutation operator in Hermes may remove them. This additional constraint, which is not typical of genetic programming, is needed because the starting and ending points of the evolutionary process are known; traditional genetic programming is more open-ended, where the objective of evolution is finding interesting endpoints. In contrast, Hermes is looking for interesting paths to get to known endpoints (i.e., target configuration). As a result, Hermes may modify the initial adaptation path in any possible way as long as it safely reconfigures the adaptive system to its target configuration.
It is important to consider the complexity of the solution space comprising all possible adaptation paths. First, we define n to be the number of instructions required to safely transition the system to its target configuration, as determined by component-dependency analysis. Exactly n! possible alternative solutions may be constructed by simply reordering the initial genome. Given that most non-trivial reconfigurations may comprise well over 20 instructions, the solution space comprises over 2.43×10
18 different adaptation path alternatives, some of which safely transition the system to its desired target configuration, while many others do not. Given the vast number of combinations possible, no current method (manual or automated, heuristic or bruteforce exhaustive) is capable of exploring all possibilities in a reasonable amount of time.
Fitness Sub-Functions
It is often the case that multiple fitness or utility functions are required to evaluate a single solution for multiple, and often competing, objectives [2] . For example, a particular remote data mirroring design that maximizes network performance is likely to either incur high operational costs or provide inadequate data protection. In general, most practical remote data mirroring solutions attempt to provide adequate data reliability and network performance without incurring excessive operational costs. A set of fitness subfunctions can be used to evaluate competing objectives, each focusing on a different concern. To this end, Hermes applies a set of fitness sub-functions derived and elaborated from published results in remote data mirroring [8, 11] and search-based software engineering [5, 24] domains.
Cost. The first criterion we consider in remote data mirroring is the cost of a reconfiguration. For this paper, we measure reconfiguration costs as the time required to execute an adaptation path. The following fitness sub-function measures the cost of reconfiguration:
« where timeinit and timeev measure the amount of time required for the initial and evolved adaptation paths to complete, respectively. This fitness sub-function guides the selection of individuals whose encoded solution reconfigures the network of remote data mirrors in less time. While Hermes associates reconfiguration costs with the time required to complete a reconfiguration, this time measurement could also be further refined into lost profits due to system disruption.
Performance. Another important criterion in remote data mirroring is the performance degradation caused by a reconfiguration. For this paper, we determine the performance of a reconfiguration by measuring the amount of data produced and diffused by remote data mirrors through the network during reconfiguration. The following two fitness sub-functions measure the performance of an encoded solution:
where componentsact is the number of components in active mode during reconfiguration, componentstot is the total number of components in the system, timeact(i) measures the time a remote data mirror i is actively diffusing data during reconfiguration, and capacity(i) measures the data output produced by a remote data mirror per time unit. The first performance fitness sub-function, Fp act , measures the percentage of components in the system in active mode throughout the reconfiguration. The second performance fitness sub-function, F data sent , measures the amount of data diffused through the network by remote data mirrors during reconfiguration. Together, these two fitness sub-functions guide the genetic program towards solutions that maximize the number of components actively diffusing data through the network during reconfiguration.
Reliability. The third criterion we consider for remote data mirroring is the reliability, or potential for data loss, of a reconfiguration. For this paper, we determine the reliability of a reconfiguration by measuring the amount of data queued during reconfiguration. The following two fitness sub-functions measure the reliability of an encoded solution:
Fr pass = 100 * " components pass components tot « and
where componentspass is the number of components in passive mode during reconfiguration, componentstot and capacity(i) are the same as defined above, and timepass measures the time a remote data mirror i is in passive mode throughout the reconfiguration process. The first fitness sub-function, Fr pass , measures the percentage of passivated remote data mirrors in the system. The second fitness subfunction, F dataq , measures the amount of data produced by remote data mirrors that is queued because the remote data mirror was in passive mode at the time. Together, these two fitness sub-functions guide the genetic program towards solutions that create large regions of quiescence during reconfiguration. From the perspective of data reliability, establishing large regions of quiescence throughout the system is desirable because it implies data is better protected against failures during reconfiguration. In Hermes, each set of fitness sub-functions is associated with a vector of coefficients that determines the relative priority of each design concern. By default, coefficients in this vector are all equivalent, implying that no one competing design objective is more significant than others. However, system requirements and environmental conditions may impose different constraints upon the type and quality of the evolved adaptation path. For instance, if the cost of losing data outweighs performance requirements, then the coefficient for reliability should be set to a value larger than that of performance and cost, thus guiding the evolutionary algorithms towards solutions that provide greater measures of reliability during reconfiguration. This vector of coefficients can also be updated at run time to address changing system and environmental conditions. Moreover, the set of fitness sub-functions and the vector of coefficients can be combined into a single scalar fitness value through a linear weighted sum, as follows:
where penalties are reductions in fitness meant to punish individuals whose encoded solution produces undesirable effects or behaviors. For instance, any evolved adaptation path that either fails to transition the system to its desired target configuration, or does so while violating safety constraints, is severely penalized. The objective of penalizing individuals is to guide the evolutionary algorithm towards valid and meaningful solutions by removing individuals from the population with undesirable behaviors that do not promote safe adaptation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents a set of experiments conducted to evolve safe adaptation paths that reconfigure a network of remote data mirrors [11] . Each experiment compares the relative fitness value of adaptation paths evolved by Hermes with those derived by component-dependency analysis. Specifically, we compare our results with Kramer and Magee's dynamic change management algorithm [13] . We selected this particular algorithm because it generates safe adaptation paths and is scalable. While the algorithm presented by Zhang et al. [24] generates globally optimal solutions that minimize system disruption, the algorithm is not scalable for the input sizes considered in these experiments. Similarly, the tranquility approach introduced by Vandewoude et al. [21] may not be practical for this domain as remote data mirrors frequently propagate large amounts of data and bounded time adaptation is essential.
To compare our results, we implemented Kramer and Magee's dynamic change management protocol [13] , which is shown in Algorithm 1. The input for this algorithm comprises a set of components to be inserted (Nc) and removed (Nr), a set of links to be created or removed (LS), and a set of components that must be passivated (CPS). The set of components to be passivated (CPS) comprises all components in Nr, all components with links to any component in Nr, and all components with a link in LS. The algorithm proceeds by passivating all components in CPS, thereby establishing a region of quiescence to preserve system consistency during reconfiguration. The algorithm then removes links from LS present in the system, followed by all components in Nr. Next, components in Nc are inserted, followed by creating all remaining links in LS. Finally, all inserted components, as well as those in CPS that were not removed, are set to active mode, thereby completing the reconfiguration process.
Algorithm 1
Reconfigure(Nc, Nr, LS, CPS) for all i in CPS do Passivate i end for for all i in LS do if LS(i) exists then Unlink i
LS = LS -LS(i)
Each experiment was run on a MacBook Pro with a 2.53GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Processor and 4GB of RAM. For each set of results presented in this section, we performed 100 trials and plot the mean along with corresponding standard error bars. Random starting and target system configurations were generated for each trial. Although the following experiments explore a wide range of possible reconfigurations, including the insertion and removal of several remote data mirrors at run time, each trial focuses mostly on reconfiguring the network topology. This decision was based on the observation that inserting and removing numerous remote data mirrors at run time is generally impractical due to excessive operational costs.
Finally, for the following experiments, we defined the null hypothesis, H0, to state that adaptation paths evolved by Hermes will show no difference in quality when compared to adaptation paths generated through component-dependency analysis. Furthermore, we define the alternative hypothesis, H1, to state that Hermes will generate solutions better in quality than those produced through component dependencyanalysis. For each experiment, the quality of two different adaptation paths is determined by comparing the fitness values associated with each adaptation path.
Base Comparison
This experiment compares the relative quality of adaptation paths evolved by Hermes with those obtained from component-dependency analysis. In this experiment we consider a typical scenario where the primary objective is to safely reconfigure the network of remote data mirrors while minimizing reconfiguration costs and maximizing reconfiguration performance and reliability, i.e., α cost = α perf = α rel = 0.333. In addition, we explore the performance characteristics of Hermes by applying our approach to networks of varying sizes and topologies, where a larger network size typically implies a more complex reconfiguration. Figure 5 shows the average maximum fitness values for adaptation paths in this experiment. In particular, adaptation paths evolved by Hermes achieved greater fitness values than those produced by component-dependency analysis, with a statistical significance of p < 0.01 using a ttest. This difference in fitness values implies that adaptation paths generated by component-dependency analysis can be optimized by using Hermes to provide better reconfiguration performance and reliability with a minimal increase in reconfiguration costs. Furthermore, the difference in fitness values gradually increases as the networks and adaptation paths grow in size and complexity (n=15 and n=25). This observation suggests that more opportunities for balancing competing objectives arise as the complexity of a reconfiguration increases. This observation also suggests that an approach such as Hermes is capable of exploiting such opportunities to improve the overall quality of safe adaptation paths. 
Optimizing for performance and reconfiguration costs
This experiment compares the relative quality of solutions evolved by Hermes with those obtained by componentdependency analysis when the main objective is to minimize reconfiguration costs while maximizing reconfiguration performance, i.e., α cost = 0.4, α perf = 0.4, and α rel = 0.2. Such trade-off preferences may arise in scenarios where the reconfiguration is driven by variations in system performance rather than by failures that may threaten the functionality of the system. For example, communication paths between remote data mirrors may be reconfigured at run time as environmental conditions such as throughput and loss rate change. For all following experiments, the starting network of remote data mirrors comprises 25 components and at least 35 communication links. Figure 7 plots the average maximum fitness values of adaptation paths evolved by Hermes per generation. Solutions evolved by Hermes achieve an approximate fitness value of 3398. In contrast, adaptation paths generated by component-dependency analysis achieve an approximate fitness value of 1536, which is represented by the filled circle plotted at generation 0 before Hermes modifies it. In general, Hermes evolved solutions that maximized performance without significantly increasing reconfiguration costs and thus improved fitness by 220%. To achieve this objective, Hermes reordered sets of reconfiguration instructions to sequentially reconfigure small subsets of remote data mirrors and connections at any given time, thereby enabling the majority of remote data mirrors to continue propagating data in the meantime. On the average, Hermes increased reconfiguration costs by approximately 12 seconds, less than a 3% increase. As such, the 220% difference in fitness values emphasizes how reordering the initial adaptation path may improve a reconfiguration's performance by reducing system disruption during reconfiguration. Lastly, as this plot illus-trates, Hermes achieved large fitness gains within the first 500 generations (< 30 seconds), suggesting that tradeoffs may be balanced in a reasonable amount of time within the context of remote data mirroring. Finally, Figure 8 plots the average amount of data (in MB) sent and queued by remote data mirrors during reconfiguration. This plot is generated by analyzing evolved adaptation paths to determine the time period in which a remote data mirror is either in active or passive mode. As this plot illustrates, Hermes gradually evolves solutions that diffuse larger amounts of data, while queueing less data. These results confirm that adaptation paths are multi-dimensional. Furthermore, these results also suggest the inherent tradeoff between the performance and reliability of a reconfiguration. Specifically, minimizing system disruption enables remote data mirrors to diffuse greater amounts of data, but a single failure during reconfiguration could potentially lose significant amounts of data. 
Optimizing for Reliability
This experiment compares the relative quality of solutions evolved by Hermes with those obtained by componentdependency analysis when the main objective is to maximize the reliability of a reconfiguration, i.e., α cost = 0.2, α perf = 0.2, and α rel = 0.6. Such trade-off preferences may arise when the reconfiguration is driven by failures that threaten the functionality of the system rather than by variations in system performance. For example, the failure of either a remote data mirror or a connection between remote data mirrors may cause data to be permanently lost. As such, this experiment explores scenarios where the cost of losing data is severe. Figure 9 plots the average maximum fitness values of adaptation paths per generation. Solutions evolved by Hermes achieve an approximate fitness value of 4502, a 139% improvement over component-dependency analysis whose fitness is represented by the filled circle plotted at generation 0, before Hermes modifies the initial adaptation path. Hermes achieves higher fitness values by evolving solutions different from the initial adaptation path in two key ways. First, Hermes adds pairs of "passivate" and "activate" instructions not present in the initial adaptation path. Second, Hermes reorders the sequence of reconfiguration instructions to establish large regions of quiescence throughout most of the reconfiguration. Specifically, passivate instructions are shifted to the beginning of the adaptation path, thereby temporarily pausing most remote data mirrors. Hermes then reconfigures the network of remote data mirrors before finally setting remote data mirrors back to active mode. Although this strategy is similar to Kramer and Magee's dynamic change management protocol, Hermes also makes tradeoffs with factors such as performance and cost. Lastly, this plot also illustrates how Hermes achieves large fitness gains within the first 500 generations (< 30 seconds), which further reaffirm our findings that Hermes can balance competing tradeoffs in a reasonable amount of time within the context of remote data mirrors. In contrast to the previous experiment, where minimizing reconfiguration disruption was one of the primary concerns, in this experiment the cost of reconfiguration increased in order to maximize the reliability of the reconfiguration. As Figure 10 illustrates, Hermes increased reconfiguration costs, on the average, by approximate 33 seconds more than the initial adaptation path, an increase of approximate 12%. This increase in reconfiguration cost is a direct result of the additional passivate and activate instructions inserted by Hermes. Interestingly, these paris of additional instructions were sometimes applied to remote data mirrors not involved in the reconfiguration process. Were it not for these additional instructions, these remote data mirrors would have propagated data during the entire reconfiguration. Thus, by passivating most remote data mirrors, Hermes provided better data reliability at the expense of higher reconfiguration costs. Figure 11 plots the amount of data (in MB) sent and queued by remote data mirrors during reconfiguration. Data sent measures the amount of data remote data mirrors diffused during reconfiguration as a result of being active. Likewise, data queued measures the amount of data produced but not diffused by remote data mirrors because their operational status was set to passive state. As this plot illustrates, Hermes gradually evolves solutions that queue larger amounts of data than is diffused throughout the network. Although this plot suggests greater amounts of data production and diffusion during reconfiguration when compared to Figure 8 , this difference is a result of longer times required for the reconfiguration to complete. The longer the reconfiguration, the greater the amount of data produced and diffused, even though fewer remote data mirrors are in active mode. Lastly, these results also confirm the tradeoffs observed in the previous experiments between the performance and reliability of adaptation paths. Namely, maximizing reliability typically implies a higher level of system disruption. While it is generally undesirable to disrupt system services by passivating large numbers of remote data mirrors, doing so creates a region of quiescence that better protects data against failures during reconfiguration.
DISCUSSION
The experiments presented in this paper confirm that adaptation paths are multi-dimensional and that the specific sequence of reconfiguration instructions produce non-linear effects upon the cost, performance, and reliability of a reconfiguration. In each experiment trial, adaptation paths evolved by Hermes achieved a higher fitness value than those produced by component-dependency analysis, with a significance of p < 0.01. As a result, we reject our null hypothesis, H0. Furthermore, we accept our alternate hypothesis, H1 and conclude that Hermes is capable of evolving higher qual
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